We investigate the odd multiway node (edge) cut problem where the input is a graph with a specified collection of terminal nodes and the goal is to find a smallest subset of non-terminal nodes (edges) to delete so that the terminal nodes do not have an odd length path between them. In an earlier work, Lokshtanov and Ramanujan showed that both odd multiway node cut and odd multiway edge cut are fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) when parameterized by the size of the solution in undirected graphs. In this work, we focus on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and design a fixed-parameter algorithm. Our main contribution is an extension of the shadow-removal framework for parity problems in DAGs. We complement our FPT results with tight approximability as well as polyhedral results for 2 terminals in DAGs. Additionally, we show inapproximability results for odd multiway edge cut in undirected graphs even for 2 terminals.
Introduction
In the classic {s, t}-cut problem, the goal is to delete the smallest number of edges so that the resulting graph has no path between s and t. A natural generalization of this problem is the multiway cut, where the input is a graph with a specified set of terminal nodes and the goal is to delete the smallest number of non-terminal nodes/edges so that the terminals cannot reach each other in the resulting graph. In this work, we consider a parity variant of this problem. A path 1 is an odd-path (even-path) if the number of edges in the path is odd (even). In the OddMultiwayNodeCut (similarly, OddMultiwayEdgeCut), the input is a graph with a collection of terminal nodes and the goal is to delete the smallest number of non-terminal nodes (edges) so that the resulting graph has no odd-path between the terminals. This is a generalization of {s, t}-OddPathNodeBlocker (and similarly, {s, t}-OddPath-EdgeBlocker), which is the problem of finding a minimum number of nodes that are disjoint from s and t (edges) that cover all s − t odd-paths.
Covering and packing paths has been a topic of intensive investigation in graph theory as well as polyhedral theory. Menger's theorem gives a perfect duality relation for min {s, t}-cut: the minimum number of nodes (edges) that cover all s − t paths is equal to the maximum number of node-disjoint (edge-disjoint) s − t paths. However, packing paths of restricted kinds is a difficult problem. One special case is when the paths are required to be of odd-length for which many deep results exist [4, 20, 5] . In this work, we study the problem of covering s − t odd-paths and more generally all odd-paths between a given collection of terminals.
Covering s − t odd-paths in undirected graphs has been explored in the literature from the perspective of polyhedral theory-we refer to Chapter 29 in Schrijver's book [20] . Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with distinct nodes s, t ∈ V and non-negative edge-lengths, we may find a shortest length s − t odd-path in polynomial time. Edmonds gave a polynomial-time algorithm for this by reducing the shortest s−t odd-path problem to the minimum-weight perfect matching problem [14, 8, 9] . However, as observed by Schrijver and Seymour [21] , his approach of reducing to a matching problem does not extend to address other fundamental problems about s − t odd-paths. One such fundamental problem is the {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker problem. Towards investigating {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker, Schrijver and Seymour [21] considered the following polyhedron:
This leads to a natural integer programming formulation of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker: min e∈E x e : x ∈ P odd-cover ∩ Z E . By Edmonds' algorithm, we have an efficient separation oracle for P odd-cover and hence there exists an efficient algorithm to optimize over P odd-cover using the Ellipsoid algorithm [11] . It was known that the extreme points of P odd-cover are not integral. Cook and Sebö conjectured that all extreme points of P odd-cover are half-integral which was later shown by Schrijver and Seymour [21] . Schrijver and Seymour's work also gave a minmax relation for the max fractional packing of s − t odd-paths. However their work does not provide algorithms or address the computational complexity of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker. In this work, we show NP-hardness and an inapproximability result for {s, t}-OddPathEdge-Blocker in undirected graphs.
The main focus of this work is OddMultiwayNodeCut in directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Before describing the reason for focusing on the subfamily of DAGs among directed graphs, we mention that OddMultiwayNodeCut and OddMultiwayEdgeCut are equivalent in directed graphs by standard reductions (e.g., see Lemma A.1) . The reason we focus on the subfamily of DAGs and not all directed graphs is the following: consider the (s → t)-Odd-PathEdgeBlocker problem where the input is a directed graph with nodes s, t and the goal is to find a minimum number of edges to delete so that the resulting graph has no odd-path from s to t. There is a stark contrast in the complexity of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker in undirected graphs and (s → t)-OddPathEdgeBlocker in directed graphs: while there exists a polynomial time algorithm to verify if a given undirected graph has an s − t odd-path (e.g., by Edmonds' reduction to a matching problem), it is NP-complete to verify if a given directed graph has an s → t odd-path (e.g., see Lapaugh-Papadimitriou [14] ). Thus verifying feasibility of a solution to OddMultiwayEdgeCut is already NP-complete in directed graphs. However, there exists a polynomial time algorithm to verify if a given directed acyclic graph (DAG) has an s → t odd-path (e.g., see Lemma 3.1) . For this reason, we restrict our focus to DAGs.
Our main contribution is a fixed-parameter algorithm for OddMultiwayNodeCut in DAGs. We complement the fixed-parameter algorithm by showing NP-hardness and tight approximability results for the two terminal variant, namely (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker, in DAGs.
In addition to approximation algorithms, fixed-parameter algorithms have served as an alternative approach to address NP-hard problems [10] . A problem is said to be fixed-parameter tractable (FPT), if it can be solved in time f (k)n c , where k is the parameter, f is a computable function, n is the size of the input and c is a universal constant. Fixed-parameter algorithms for cut problems have provided novel insights into the connectivity structure of graphs [6] . The notion of important separators and the shadow-removal technique have served as the main ingredients in the design of fixed-parameter algorithms for numerous cut problems [6] . Our work also builds upon the shadow-removal technique to design fixed-parameter algorithms but differs from known applications substantially owing to the parity constraint.
Related Work
We are not aware of any work on this problem in directed graphs. We describe the known results in undirected graphs. A simple reduction from vertex cover 2 shows that {s, t}-OddPathNode-Blocker in undirected graphs is NP-hard and does not admit a (2− ǫ)-approximation for ǫ > 0 assuming the Unique Games Conjecture [12] . These hardness results also hold for OddMulti-wayNodeCut. The most relevant results to this work are that of Lokshtanov and Ramanujan [16, 19] . They studied an extension of OddMultiwayNodeCut and OddMultiwayEdge-Cut that they termed as ParityMultiwayNodeCut (and ParityMultiwayEdgeCut)the input is an undirected graph and two subsets of terminals T e and T o and the goal is to find the smallest number of non-terminal nodes (edges) so that every node u ∈ T o has no odd-path to any node in T e ∪ T o and every node u ∈ T e has no even-path to any node in T e ∪ T o . Lokshtanov and Ramanujan designed a fixed-parameter algorithm for ParityMultiwayNodeCut by reducing the problem to OddMultiwayNodeCut and designing a fixed-parameter algorithm for OddMultiwayNodeCut. However, their algorithmic techniques work only for undirected graphs and do not extend immediately for OddMultiwayNodeCut in directed acyclic graphs.
Lokshtanov and Ramanujan also showed that OddMultiwayEdgeCut is NP-hard in undirected graphs for three terminals. However, their reduction is not an approximation-preserving reduction. Hence the approximability of OddMultiwayEdgeCut in undirected graphs merits careful investigation. In particular, the complexity of OddMultiwayEdgeCut in undirected graphs even for the case of two terminals is open in spite of existing polyhedral work in the literature [21] for this problem.
Results
Directed acyclic graphs. We recall that OddMultiwayNodeCut and OddMultiwayEdge-Cut are equivalent in DAGs by standard reductions. Hence, all of the following results for DAGs hold for both problems. The following is our main result. Theorem 1.1. OddMultiwayNodeCut in DAGs can be solved in 2 O(k 2 ) poly(n) time, where k is the size of the optimal solution and n is the number of nodes in the input graph.
We briefly remark on the known techniques to illustrate the challenges in designing the fixed-parameter algorithm for OddMultiwayNodeCut in DAGs. To highlight the challenges, we will focus on the case of 2 terminals, namely (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in DAGs.
Remark 1.
It is tempting to design a fixed-parameter algorithm for (s → t)-OddPathNode-Blocker by suitably modifying the definition of important separators to account for parity and using the shadow-removal technique for directed graphs [3] . However, the main technical challenge lies in understanding and exploiting the acyclic property of the input directed graph.
Remark 2. The next natural attempt is to rely on the fixed-parameter algorithm for multicut in DAGs by Kratsch et al. [13] . However, their technique crucially relies on reducing the degrees of the source terminals by suitably branching to create a small number of instances. On the one hand, applying their branching rule directly to reduce the degree of s in (s → t)-OddPath-NodeBlocker will blow up the number of instances in the branching. On the other hand, it is unclear how to modify their branching rule to account for parity.
Given the difficulties mentioned in the above two remarks, our algorithm builds upon the shadow-removal technique and exploits the acyclic property of the input directed graph to reduce the instance to minimum odd cycle transversal (remove the smallest number of nodes to make an undirected graph bipartite) which in turn, has a fixed-parameter algorithm when parameterized by the number of removed nodes. Our technique is yet another illustration of the broad-applicability of the shadow-removal framework.
We complement our fixed-parameter algorithm in Theorem 1.1 with tight approximability results for 2 terminals. We refer the reader to Table 1 for a summary of the complexity and approximability results. Unlike the case of undirected graphs where there is still a gap in the approximability of both {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker and {s, t}-OddPathNodeBlocker, we present tight approximability results for both (s → t)-OddPathEdgeBlocker and (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker. Theorem 1.2. We have the following inapproximability and approximability results:
(i) (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in DAGs is NP-hard, and has no efficient (2 − ǫ)approximation for any ǫ > 0 assuming the Unique Games Conjecture.
(ii) There exists an efficient 2-approximation algorithm for (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in DAGs.
We emphasize that our 2-approximation for (s → t)-OddPathEdgeBlocker mentioned in Theorem 1.2 is a combinatorial algorithm and not LP-based. We note that Schrijver and Seymour's result [21] that all extreme points of P odd-cover are half-integral holds only in undirected graphs and fails in DAGs-see Theorem 1.3 below. Consequently, we are unable to design a 2-approximation algorithm using the extreme point structure of the natural LP-relaxation of the path-blocking integer program. Instead, our approximation algorithm is combinatorial in nature. The correctness argument of our algorithm also shows that the integrality gap of the LP-relaxation of the path-blocking integer program is at most 2 in DAGs. Theorem 1.3. The odd path cover polyhedron given by Table 1 : Complexity and Approximability. Text in gray refers to known results while text in black refers to the results from this work.
Undirected graphs. We next turn our attention to undirected graphs. As mentioned in Section 1.1, {s, t}-OddPathNodeBlocker is NP-hard and does not admit a (2−ǫ)-approximation assuming the Unique Games Conjecture. We are unaware of a constant factor approximation for {s, t}-OddPathNodeBlocker. For {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker, the results of Schrijver and Seymour [21] show that the LP-relaxation of a natural integer programming formulation of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker is half-integral and thus leads to an efficient 2-approximation for {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker. However, the complexity of {s, t}-Odd-PathEdgeBlocker was open. We address this gap in complexity by showing the following NP-hardness and inapproximability results. Organization. We summarize the preliminaries in Section 1.3. We prove the FPT for DAGs (Theorem 1.1) in Section 2. We complement with approximability results for DAGs (Theorems 1.2 and 1.3) in Section 3. Next, we focus on undirected graphs and present the inapproximability result (Theorem 1.4) in Section 4.
Preliminaries
For ease of notation, we will frequently use v instead of {v}. Let G be a (directed) graph and W be a subset of V (G). A W -path in G is a path with both of its end-nodes in W . We restate the problem of OddMultiwayNodeCut in DAGs to set the notation.
Problem 1 (Minimum Odd Multiway Cut in DAGs). Given a directed acyclic graph
of nodes that intersects every odd T -path in G. We refer to T as terminals, V \ T as nonterminals and V ∞ as protected nodes. In DagOddMultiwayNodeCut, the input is specified as (G, V ∞ , T, k), where k ∈ Z + and the goal is to verify if there exists an odd multiway cut in G of size at most k.
For subsets X and Y of V (G) we say that M ⊆ V (G) \ V ∞ is an X → Y separator in G when G \ M has no path from X to Y . The set of nodes that can be reached from a node set X in G is denoted by R G (X). We note that R G (X) always includes X. We define the forward shadow of a node set M to be f G (M ) :
where G rev is the graph obtained from G by reversing all the edge orientations. We refer to the union of the forward and the reverse shadow of M in G, as shadow of M in G and denote it by
We need the notion of important separators [18] .
For a directed graph G, we define the underlying undirected graph of G, denoted by G * , as the undirected graph obtained from G by dropping the orientations. In an undirected graph
The problem of finding the minimum such set in a given instance of the problem is called the minimum odd cycle transversal problem and is denoted by MinOddCycleTransversal. Although this problem is NP-hard, it is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the size of the solution. The current-best fixed-parameter algorithm for MinOddCycleTransversal runs in time O(2.32 k poly(n)) [15] . The problem addressed in [15] does not allow for protected nodes, but MinOddCycleTransversal with protected nodes, can easily be reduced to MinOddCycleTransversal without protected nodes by iteratively replacing each protected node with k + 1 nodes and connecting them to the same set of neighbors as the original node. We will use MinOddCycleTransversal(H, V ∞ , k) to denote the procedure that implements this fixed-parameter algorithm for the input graph H with protected nodes V ∞ and parameter k.
FPT of OddMultiwayNodeCut in DAGs
To solve DagOddMultiwayNodeCut, we will use the shadow-removal technique introduced in [3] . We will reduce the problem to MinOddCycleTransversal problem in an undirected graph, which is a fixed-parameter tractable problem when parameterized by the solution size. We begin by arguing about the easy instances.
Easy instances
of DagOddMultiwayNodeCut has a solution M of size at most k with the following property: every node v ∈ s G (M ) has total degree at most one in G \ M . There exists an algorithm that given one such instance (G, V ∞ , T, k) as input, finds a solution of size at most k in time O(2.32 k poly(n)), where n is the number of nodes in the input graph G.
Proof. Let (G, V ∞ , T, k) be an instance of DagOddMultiwayNodeCut. We recall that G * denotes the undirected graph obtained by dropping the orientations of the edges in G. We show the following equivalence: a set M ⊆ V \ V ∞ with the property as in the statement is a solution if and only if G * \ M is bipartite with a bipartition (A, B) such that T ⊆ A.
Suppose G * \ M is bipartite with a bipartition (A, B) such that T ⊆ A. In a bipartite graph, every two end-nodes of any odd path are necessarily in different parts. Hence, there is no odd T -path in G * \ M . Thus, there is no odd T -path in G \ M . Hence, M is a solution for the odd multiway cut instance (G, V ∞ , T, k).
Suppose the solution M has the property mentioned in the statement of the theorem. Let
It follows from the definition of the shadow that every node in U has a path P 1 from T in G \ M . Therefore, every node of U is in A ∪ B. Also by definition, every node v in U has a path P 2 to T in G \ M . The parity of every T → v path has to be the same as the parity of P 2 , because the concatenation of a T → v path and a v → T path in G \ M is a T -path in G \ M and therefore must be even. We note that such a concatenation cannot be a cycle since G is acyclic. Thus, no node of U is in both A and B. Hence, (A, B) is a partition of U .
We observe that there cannot be an edge from a node v in A to a node u in A, as otherwise the concatenation of the even
This contradicts our conclusion about A and B being disjoint. By a similar argument, there is no edge between any pair of nodes in B. Thus, the subgraph of G induced by A and B are independent sets respectively. Hence
By assumption, the degree of every node x ∈ s G (M ) is at most one. Therefore, x has neighbors in at most one of A and B. Thus, we can extend the bipartition (A,
in which x has no neighbor and update A, B and H.
Hence, if the given instance has a solution M of size at most k such that every node v ∈ s G (M ) has total degree at most one, then such a solution can be found by the fixedparameter algorithm for MinOddCycleTransversal. To ensure that the terminal nodes will be in the same part, we introduce a new protected node into the graph and connect it to every terminal node. This approach is described in Algorithm 1. We will use the name SolveEasyInstance to refer to the algorithm of Theorem 2.1. This theorem suggests that the existence of a solution M of size at most k, such that every node v ∈ s G (M ) has total degree at most one, is a useful property in an instance of DagOddMul-tiwayNodeCut. However, it is not necessarily the case that some solution of size at most k always has this property. Our aim now is to reduce the given arbitrary instance (G, V ∞ , T, k) to another instance that has such a solution or determine that no solution of size at most k exists. For this purpose, we define the operation parity-preserving torso on DAGs, as follows.
Parity-Preserving Torso
The parity preserving torso operation was introduced by Lokshtanov and Ramanujan [16] for undirected graphs. We extend it in a natural fashion for DAGs. The properties needed are similar to the ones proved by Lokshtanov and Ramanujan [16] but since we have directed edges, we include a self-contained proof of the properties here.
Parity-Preserving Torso Let G be a DAG and Z be a subset of V (G). We define Parity-Torso(G, V ∞ , Z) as (G ′ , V ′∞ ), where G ′ is the DAG obtained from G \ Z by adding an edge from node u to v, for every pair of nodes u, v ∈ V (G) \ Z such that there is an odd-path from u to v in G all of whose internal nodes are in Z, and including a new node x uv and edges u → x uv and x uv → v for every pair of nodes u, v ∈ V (G) \ Z such that there is an even path from u to v in G all of whose internal nodes are in Z. The set V ′∞ is defined to be the union of V ∞ \ Z and all the new nodes x uv (see Figure 1) . We emphasize that the acyclic nature of the input directed graph allows us to implement the parity-preserving torso operation in polynomial time (e.g., using Lemma 3.1). Moreover, applying parity-preserving torso on a DAG results in a DAG as well. In what follows, we state the properties of the Parity-Torso operation that are exploited by our algorithm. The paritypreserving torso operation, has the property that it maintains u → v paths along with their parities between any pair of nodes u, v ∈ V (G) \ Z. More precisely:
There is a u → v path P in G if and only if there is a u → v path Q of the same parity in G ′ . Moreover, the path Q can be chosen so that the nodes of P in G \ Z are the same as the nodes of
Proof. We prove the forward direction by induction on the length of P . For the base case of induction, consider paths of length zero in G that are disjoint from Z. Such a path is not affected by the Parity-Torso operation. Suppose that the claim holds for all paths of length less than l, for some
If all internal nodes of P are in Z, then by definition of Parity-Torso, a path Q of the same parity exists in
be an internal node of P . Let P 1 and P 2 be the subpaths of P from u to w and from w to v. By induction hypothesis, there is a u → w path Q 1 in G ′ of the same parity as
Since G ′ is a DAG, the path Q obtained by concatenating Q 1 and Q 2 has the same parity as P and
is not an edge in G, replace the subpath x i , x i+1 of Q with the odd path that connects x i to x i+1 in G. By construction, the resulting sequence is a path P in G and has the same parity as Q and V (P ) Proof. Let M ′ be a solution to the instance I ′ of size at most k. Since V ∞ \ Z ⊆ V ′∞ and M ′ ∩ V ′∞ = ∅ and M ′ ∩ Z = ∅, we have that M ′ ∩ V ∞ = ∅. By definition of the Parity-Torso operation, V (G ′ )\V (G) is contained in V ′∞ and therefore is disjoint from M ′ . Thus, M ′ ⊆ V (G). Suppose P is an odd T -path in G and is disjoint from M ′ . By Lemma 2.1, There is an odd T -path in G ′ that is also disjoint from M ′ , contradicting our assumption about M ′ .
Conversely, suppose M is a solution for the instance I of size at most k that is disjoint from Z. Suppose P ′ is an odd T -path in G ′ and is disjoint from M . By Lemma 2.1, There is an odd T -path in G that is also disjoint from M , contradicting our assumption about M . Corollary 2.1 reveals that if there exists a solution M in G that is disjoint from Z and V ∞ , then it also exists in the DAG obtained from Parity-Torso(G, V ∞ , Z) and hence it is sufficient to search for it in Parity-Torso(G, V ∞ , Z). Therefore, we are interested in finding a set Z of nodes that is disjoint from some solution of size at most k, and moreover, the instance (Parity-Torso(G, V ∞ , Z), T, k) is an easy instance of the problem, i.e., satisfies the property mentioned in Theorem 2.1. The following lemma shows that it is sufficient to find a set Z that contains the shadow of a solution.
We observe that by definition of the Parity-Torso operation, every node x ∈ V (G ′ ) \ V (G) has in-degree and out-degree one. Let u and v be the in-neighbor and outneighbor of x in G ′ . Suppose x has total degree two in G ′ \M . This implies that u, v / ∈ M . Since u is not in the shadow of M in G ′ , there is a T → u path disjoint from M in G ′ . Appending the u → x edge to that path, gives a T → x path in G ′ disjoint from M . Thus,
Difficult instances
Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 show that if we find a set Z such that for some solution M , the set Z is disjoint from M and contains the shadow of M in G, then considering Parity-Torso(G, V ∞ , Z) will give a new instance that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Our goal now is to obtain such a set Z. We will show the following lemma. We emphasize that the lemma holds for arbitrary digraphs.
There is an algorithm ShadowContainer that given an instance
, with the property that if the problem has a solution of size at most k, then for some solution M of size at most k, there exists a set Z ∈ Z that is disjoint from M and contains s G (M ). Moreover, the algorithm can be implemented to run in time 2 O(k 2 ) poly(|V (G)|).
We defer the proof of Lemma 2.3 to first see its implications. We now show how the procedure ShadowContainer can be used to obtain a fixed-parameter algorithm for the problem and thus prove Theorem 1.1. 
if N is a solution in G then 5: return N 6: return No solution Proof. We use Algorithm 2. Let (G, V ∞ , T, k) be an instance of DagOddMultiwayNodeCut, where G is a DAG. Suppose there exists a solution of size at most k. By Lemma 2.3, the procedure ShadowContainer(G, V ∞ , k) in Line 1 returns a family Z of subsets of V (G) with |Z| = 2 O(k 2 ) containing a set Z such that there is a solution M of size at most k that is disjoint from Z and Z contains s G (M ). Let (G 1 , V ∞ 1 ) be the result of applying Parity-Torso operation to the set Z in G (i.e., the result of Step 2 in Algorithm 2). By Lemma 2.2, every node in s G 1 (M ) has total degree at most one in G 1 \ M . Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, the set N returned in Line 3 is a solution to the instance (G 1 , V ∞ 1 , T, k). By Corollary 2.1, the set N is also a solution to the original instance of the problem.
If there is no solution of size at most k, the algorithm will not find any. Therefore, the algorithm is correct. The runtime of the algorithm is dominated by Line 2 which can be implemented to run in 2 O(k 2 ) poly(|V (G)|) time by Lemma 2.3.
To complete this proof, it remains to prove Lemma 2.3. In order to do so, we will use the following result. To invoke Theorem 2.3, we need to guarantee that there exists a solution S of size at most k such that S is thin and its reverse shadow Y in G has the property that for every v ∈ Y there is an important v → T separator contained in S. Towards obtaining such a solution, we prove the following. 
Proof. Let M 0 be the set of nodes u ∈ M for which there is a v → u path in G that is internally disjoint from M . Since v ∈ r G (M ), every v → T path intersects M . For a v → T path P , the first node u ∈ P ∩ M is in M 0 . Hence, every v → T path intersects M 0 . Therefore, the set M 0 is a v → T separator in G. Therefore, it contains a minimal separator M 1 . Since we assumed that there is no important v → T separator contained in M , the set M 1 is not an important v → T separator. Suppose M 1 is dominated by another v → T separator and let M 2 be an important v → T separator that dominates M 1 . Define M ′ as (M \ M 1 ) ∪ M 2 . We recall that a separator is by definition, disjoint from the protected node set. Therefore, M ′ ∩ V ∞ = ∅. We will show that M ′ contradicts the choice of M . We need the following claims.
Hence, P 1 is disjoint from M 2 . Suppose P 2 is an arbitrary u → T path in G. Concatenation of P 1 and P 2 is a v → T path in G and therefore, has to intersect M 2 . Since P 1 is disjoint from M 2 , the path P 2 has to intersect M 2 . Hence, every u → T path in G intersects M 2 and in particular, intersects M ′ . Equivalently, u ∈ r G (M ′ ).
We next show that M ′ is a feasible solution for the problem and is no larger than M . 
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary node in r G (M ). The set M is a u → T separator. Therefore, every u → T path intersects M . We need to show that every u → T path also intersects
Proof. By Claim 2.1, we have M \ M ′ ⊆ r G (M ′ ) and by Claim 2.3, we have r G (M ) ⊆ r G (M ′ ). Thus, it remains to prove that
By Claim 2.2, M ′ is a solution and is no larger than M . Therefore, the set M ′ has the properties claimed in Lemma 2.4. We recall that a set M ⊆ V (G) is thin, if every node v ∈ M is not in r G (M \ {v}). We will use Corollary 2.2 to prove Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let us use ReverseShadowContainer(G, V ∞ , k) to denote the algorithm from Theorem 2.3. We will show that Algorithm 3 generates the desired set.
Algorithm 3 ShadowContainer
Given: DAG G with terminal set T , a set V ∞ of protected nodes containing T , and k ∈ Z + 1: Let G rev denote the graph obtained from G by reversing the orientation of all edges 2:
In Algorithm 3 we use procedure ReverseShadowContainer introduced in Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.3, the cardinality of Z returned by the algorithm is 2 O(k 2 ) . The runtime of the algorithm follows from the runtime of the procedure ReverseShadowContainer in Theorem 2.3. To prove the correctness of this algorithm, we argue that at least one of the sets in the returned family Z has the desired properties.
Suppose there exists a solution of size at most k and let M * be an optimal solution that maximizes the size of |r G (S) ∪ f G (S) ∪ S| among all optimal solutions S. If more than one solution maximizes this quantity, choose the one with largest |r G (S)|. By Corollary 2.2, the solution M * is thin and has the property that every node v in the reverse shadow of M * has an important v → T separator contained in M * . By Theorem 2.3, the procedure ReverseShadowContainer(G, V ∞ , k) in Line 2 will return a family Z 1 of sets containing a set Z 1 that is disjoint from M * and contains its reverse shadow. Let us fix such a Z 1 .
We note that a solution for the DagOddMultiwayNodeCut instance (G rev , V ∞ ∪Z 1 , T, k) is also a solution for the instance (G, V ∞ , T, k). Conversely, a solution for the instance (G, V ∞ , T, k) that is disjoint from Z 1 is also a solution for the instance (G rev , V ∞ ∪ Z 1 , T, k). Therefore, the set M * is also an optimal solution to the instance (G rev , V ∞ ∪ Z 1 , T, k). We observe that f G (S) = r G rev (S) and r G (S) = f G rev (S) for all S ⊆ V (G) \ V ∞ . Therefore, M * maximizes the size of r G rev (S) ∪ f G rev (S) ∪ S among all optimal solutions S to (G rev , V ∞ ∪ Z 1 , T, k). We have the following claim.
Claim 2.6. If for an optimal solution M ′ for the instance
Proof. As M * maximizes |r G rev (S) ∪ f G rev (S) ∪ S| among all the optimal solutions for the instance (G, V ∞ , T, k) and as
Since nodes in f G rev (M * ) are protected in G rev by construction, the solution M ′ cannot contain any node from f G rev (M * ). Since r G rev (M * ) ⊆ r G rev (M ′ ) and by definition of reverse shadow, M ′ is disjoint from r G rev (M * ). Thus, the set M ′ \ M * is disjoint from M * and r G rev (M * ) and f G rev (M * ), while being contained
Suppose there is a node v ∈ r G rev (M * ) such that no important v → T separator in G rev is contained in M * . Then by Lemma 2.4 , there is another optimal solution M ′ such that
. This contradiction shows that for every node v ∈ r G rev (M * ), there is an important v → T separator in G rev that is contained in M * . Thus, by Theorem 2.3, the procedure ReverseShadowContainer(G rev , V ∞ ∪ Z 1 , k) from Line 4 will return a family Z 2 of sets containing a set Z 2 that is disjoint from M * and contains r G rev (M * ) = f G (M * ). Hence Z 1 ∪Z 2 is disjoint from M * and contains s G (M * ).
(s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in DAGs
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2 by showing nearly-matching hardness of approximation (Theorem 3.1) and approximability results (Theorem 3.2). We also exhibit instances of DAGs for which P odd-cover-dir is not half-integral (Theorem 1.3).
Hardness of Approximation
The main result of this section is the following: As a first step, we show that (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker is in NP. While this is a folklore result, we present the proof for the sake of completeness. Proof. We construct a directed bipartite graph G as follows. For each node v ∈ V (D), introduce nodes v L and v R in G. For each edge uv ∈ E(D), add edges u L v R and u R v L to G. We claim that there is an odd-length s → t path in D if and only if there is an s L → t R path in G. Since existence of an s L → t R path is decidable in polynomial time, this would prove the theorem.
We now prove the above-mentioned claim. Suppose s = u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u ℓ = t is an oddlength s → t path in D with intermediate nodes u 1 , . . . , u ℓ−1 . Then
is a path in G and since ℓ is odd, we have m = R and hence, the path in G ends in t R . Conversely, suppose s L = u 0 L , u 1 R , u 2 L , . . . , u ℓ R = t R is a path in G. Since the path starts in one part and ends in the other, it must be of odd length. Therefore, s = u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u l = t is an odd walk in D.
Since every walk in a DAG is a path, we have an odd-length s → t path in D.
With this result we are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We consider the decision version of (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker, where the input consists of a directed acyclic graph D and a non-negative integer w and the goal is to decide if there exists a feasible solution for (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker with at most w nodes. Let (D, w) be an instance of the decision version of (s → t)-OddPathNode-Blocker. By Lemma 3.1, given a set of nodes U ⊆ V (D) of cardinality at most w, we can verify in polynomial time whether D \ U has no s → t odd-path. Therefore (s → t)-OddPath-NodeBlocker in DAGs is in NP.
To prove NP-hardness of (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in DAGs, we give a reduction from Vertex Cover. We recall that the input to the Vertex Cover problem is an undirected graph G and k ∈ Z and the goal is to verify if there exists a vertex cover of size at most k. We construct a directed acyclic graph H from G as follows: pick an arbitrary ordering of the nodes and orient the edges {u, v} of G as u → v if u < v in the ordering; we add two new nodes s, t with directed edges s → u, u → t for every u ∈ V (G). The resulting graph H is a directed acyclic graph. A subset U ⊆ V (G) is a vertex cover in G if and only if U is a feasible solution to (s → t)-OddPathNodeBlocker in H.
Approximation and Integrality Gap
In this section we give a 2-approximation algorithm for (s → t)-OddPathEdgeBlocker in DAGs. This factor matches the lower bound on the hardness of approximation shown in Section 3.1. We will use the following integer program formulation of (s → t)-OddPathEdge-Blocker and its LP-relaxation. minimize:
subject to:
where each binary variable x e indicates whether e is in the solution. This integer program can then be relaxed to a linear program by replacing the constraints x e ∈ {0, 1} with x e ≥ 0. We denote the resulting LP as odd path blocker LP. Proof. Our algorithm uses a construction similar to what was described in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Let D be the input instance of problem (s → t)-OddPathEdgeBlocker with edge costs c : Proof. Suppose not. Then there must exist an odd s → t path in D\F . Let s = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u ℓ = t be such a path. We note that the edge u i u i+1 is not in F for i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ − 1. Thus,
This contradicts the feasibility of X as an s L → t R cut. Therefore F is a feasible solution.
Let x * be an optimal solution to the odd path blocker LP for D. Let c(x) denote the objective value of a feasible solution x to the odd path blocker LP for D. We use the same notation to denote the cost of an s L → t R cut in G. Proof. We note that c(F ) ≤ c(X), by the construction of F . It would suffice to show that c(X) ≤ 2c(x * ).
Define
. We have that c(Y ) = 2c(x * ). We recall that the min s L → t R cut has the same value as an optimal solution to the following path blocking integer program as well as its linear programming relaxation:
Hence, it suffices to prove that Y is a feasible solution to the LP-relaxation of the above integer program. Suppose it is not. It means that there is an s
such that the sum of the Y values over its edges is less than one. Since s L and t R are in different parts of G, the length ℓ of this path must be odd. Now consider the path s = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u ℓ = t in D. The sum of x * values on its edges is also less than one and since ℓ is odd, this contradicts the feasibility of x * to the odd path blocker LP for D. Therefore Y must be feasible.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 also yields the following corollary. 
Extreme Point Structure of the Odd Path Cover Polyhedron
In this section, we examine the extreme point structure of the polyhedron P odd-cover-dir defined in Section 1 but for the case of DAGs. Concretely, P odd-cover-dir in a DAG is the set of feasible solutions to the odd path blocker LP defined in Section 3.2 and is given in the statement of Theorem 1.3. We say that a polyhedron is half-integral, if every extreme point of the polyhedron is a half-integral vector (i.e., each coordinate is an integer multiple of 1/2). Half-integrality is a desirable property in polyhedra associated with covering LPs, because it yields a simple rounding scheme that achieves an approximation factor of 2. Schrijver and Seymour [21] showed that P odd-cover in undirected graphs is half-integral. In this section, we exhibit a DAG for which P odd-cover-dir has a non-half-integral extreme point.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Consider the DAG in Figure 2 . Subdivide every edge, except for the five thick edges in the top row, into two. All edges have unit cost. Let us denote the resulting DAG as D = (V, E).
We first observe that in D, every odd-length path from s to t must use an odd number of the thick edges. Let m be the number of edges in this network. We introduce a solution x for this instance that is not half-integral. Define Next, we show that this solution x is an extreme point of P odd-cover-dir , i.e., x is an optimal solution to the odd path blocker LP. For this, we find a solution to the dual linear program with the same objective value. Let Q s→t be the collection of edge-sets corresponding to odd-length paths from s to t. Consider the dual of odd path blocker LP, we obtain:
Let us denote the dual LP as odd flow packing LP. The dual formulation describes the problem of sending the maximum flow along odd paths in the network, such that the amount of flow going through each edge does not exceed its capacity. Consider the following paths in Figure 3 : The dual solution that we introduce sends a flow of value 1/2 along each of P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 6 . The total flow, therefore would be 3. By strong duality condition, the feasible solutions of an LP and its dual match only at optimal solutions. Therefore the primal solution x is optimal. Finally, we prove that the primal solution x is an extreme point of the polyhedron P odd-cover-dir for this instance. For this, we present m linearly independent constraints of the odd path blocker LP that are satisfied as equations by x. For each of the m − 8 edges that are not in the support of x, the non-negativity constraint is tight. Consider P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 6 above, along with the following two odd-length s → t paths in D: P 7 =(29, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 15, 16, 23, 24, 32) P 8 =(29, 11, 12, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18, 32) We observe that the constraints corresponding to each of these paths are tight with respect to x. It remains to prove that these m constraints are linearly independent. Since each of the non-negativity constraints have exactly one non-zero entry and no two of them have the same non-zero entry, they are linearly independent. To prove that all the constraints are linearly independent, it remains to show that the path constraints are linearly independent when restricted 30 31   26  25  27  28   20  19  21  22 23  24   12  11  13  14 15  16 17  18   2  1  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 29 32 to the edges not in the support of x. This can be verified by computing the determinant of the corresponding constraint matrix.
{s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker in undirected graphs
In this section, we focus on the approximability of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker. We will show inapproximability results and an integrality gap instance which suggests that new techniques might be needed to improve on the approximation factor.
Hardness of Approximation
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4, i.e., NP-hardness of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker.
Theorem 1.4. {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker is NP-hard and has no efficient (6/5 − ǫ)approximation assuming the Unique Games Conjecture.
Proof. Edmonds gave a polynomial time algorithm to decide whether a given undirected graph with nodes s and t has an odd-length s − t path [14] . Therefore, given a candidate solution, one can verify its feasibility in polynomial time. Thus, {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker is in NP. We will show that the decision version of {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker is NP-complete by a polynomial-time reduction from MultiwayCut. We recall that the input to MultiwayCut is an undirected graph G, a collection T of nodes in G known as terminals and k ∈ Z + , and the goal is to verify if there exists a subset of at most k edges of G whose deletion ensures that no pair of terminals can reach each other. Suppose (G, T, k) is an instance of MultiwayCut where G is an undirected graph with n nodes and m edges, and T ⊆ V (G) is the set of terminals to be separated. We obtain a graph H from G as follows: figure 4 ). For k ≤ m, we claim that the the MultiwayCut instance (G, T, k) has a solution of size at most k if and only if the {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker instance H has a solution of size at most k.
Suppose F ⊆ E(G) is a solution to MultiwayCut in (G, T ). If F is not a solution to {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker in H, then there is an odd path from s to t in H \ F . By construction, this path is of the form sP 1 vP 2 uP 3 t, where v, u ∈ T . Hence, there is a v − u path P 2 in G \ F , contradicting the feasibility of F as a solution to MultiwayCut in (G, T ).
Conversely, suppose F ⊆ E(H) is a solution to {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker in H of size at most k. Since k ≤ m, and by construction, we may assume that F ⊆ E(G). Suppose F is not a solution to MultiwayCut in (G, T ). Then there is a v − u path P in G \ F for some distinct u, v ∈ T . If P is even, then let Q be the path sx v vP ux ′ u x u t in G ′ and if P is odd, then let Q be the path sx v vP ux u t in G ′ . In both cases, the path Q is an odd-length s − t in H − F , contradicting the feasibility of F as a solution to {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker in (G, E ∞ , s, t).
We note that the above reduction is an approximation factor preserving reduction. It is known that MultiwayCut is NP-hard and does not admit a polynomial-time approximation scheme, unless P = NP [7] . Moreover, there is no efficient (6/5 − ǫ)-approximation for Multi-wayCut assuming the Unique Games Conjecture [17, 1] . Hence, the results follow.
Integrality Gap
By the half-integrality of the extreme points of P odd-cover [21] , we have a 2-approximation algorithm for {s, t}-OddPathEdgeBlocker by solving the LP-relaxation of the odd path blocker LP. The following proposition shows that the integrality gap of the odd path blocker LP is indeed 2 and hence we cannot hope to improve on the 2-approximation using the odd path blocker LP. Proof. For every k ∈ Z + , we show a graph G for which the integrality gap of the odd path blocker LP is at least 2(1 − 1/k). Let S k be the star graph on k nodes (i.e., V (S k ) := {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k } and E(S k ) := {u i u k : i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}}). Let T be the set of leaves of S k . Let G be the graph obtained from (S k , T ) by applying the construction in the proof of Theorem 1.4. An optimal solution to the odd path blocker LP for G, assigns the value 1/2 to every edge of S k , while an optimal integral solution removes all but one edges of S k that are in G. Therefore, the ratio of the integral solution to the fractional solution is (k − 1)/(k/2) = 2(1 − 1/k).
